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Embodied Tribalography
Mound Building, Ball Games, and 
Native Endurance in the Southeast

LeAnne Howe

A decade ago, I became obsessed with Native ball games. As a result I wrote 
the novel Miko Kings: An Indian Baseball Story set in Indian Territory in 
1907 and present- day Ada, Oklahoma. Th e year before I co- produced a 
short fi lm with Native fi lmmaker James Fortier, Playing Pastime: Ameri-
can Indians, Soft ball, and Survival.1 Since then I have published several es-
says about how Native lifeways are the roots of American baseball (Howe, 
“Embodied”; Howe, “Story of Movement”; Howe and Wilson).

Recently though, I’ve become obsessed with Choctaw hymns and call 
and response songs. My mother, uncles, and aunts sang from the Choc-
taw Hymn Book at their families’ home church of Zion, outside of McAl-
ester, Oklahoma. But I paid little attention and was seldom in atten-
dance. Mostly I remember the “Lord’s Prayer” and “Amazing Grace” 
being sung in Choctaw. Now as I study the Choctaw Hymn Book, the 
chapter “Times and Seasons” grabs my interest with its morning hymns 
and songs and evening hymns and songs. For me, “Evening Hymn 93” 
has a particularly quirky second stanza: “Issa halali haatoko iksa illok 
isha shkii, because you are holding onto me, I am not dead yet.”2 It is sec-
ond and first person parts of speech roped together by a comma. Not 
necessarily so uncommon. In the oral tradition second person has a 
visual appeal in order to appreciate the nature of what is being shown. 
Yet in “Evening Hymn 93,” who is the unknown caller, who is the “I” 
that responds, and what is being seen? Taking the phrase out of con-
text will likely get me slapped around in either academic or Choctaw 
first language circles— metaphorically speaking, of course— yet I’ve long 
wondered what kinds of call and response songs were sung at South-
eastern mound sites, either in the morning, evening, or both. We can 
attend stomp dances, Green Corn ceremonies, and all- night sings to 
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76 SAIL · Summer 2014 · Vol. 26, No. 2

hear shared Southeastern morning and evening songs, but what of spe-
cific tribal songs sung at specific sacred sites? With this in mind, the 
phrase “Issa halali haatoko iksa illok isha shkii, because you are holding 
onto me, I am not dead yet” seems an expressive artifact lying dormant 
where it was buried inside a Christian hymn.

Presbyterian missionaries Alfred Wright and Cyrus Byington trans-
lated most hymns in the Choctaw Hymn Book. Byington didn’t begin 
to learn Choctaw until after his arrival in Mississippi in 1820. With the 
help of Choctaw consultants he began preaching in Choctaw in 1825. 
The Choctaw Hymn Book contains 168 hymns and 10 doxologies bro-
ken into multiple chapters, one simply titled “miscellaneous.” Originally 
the hymnal was published in 1829 under the auspices of the Ameri-
can Board of Commissioners for Foreign Missions. Perhaps embodied 
in some of the songs are fossilized expressions of Choctaw spiritual-
ity before Christianity. Could “Issa halali haatoko iksa illok isha shkii, 
because you are holding onto me, I am not dead yet” be a mnemonic that 
ancient Choctawans chanted while looking at the mounds they built? 
Certainly they could have sung songs that embodied the spirituality of a 
mound. Therefore in this essay I build on my earlier essay “The Story of 
America: A Tribalography” by discussing Choctaws and earthworks in 
the Southeast, Choctaw language, both spoken and expressed through 
physical actions, to show the often ignored reciprocal embodiment 
between people and land. I am interested in continuances rather than 
disappearances. By linking Southeastern Native architects who emplot-
ted the land with meaning (e.g., earthworks, ball fields, recreational and 
ceremonial dance grounds) with the actions of ball- playing families 
that came back seasonally to these sites (for generations), I show how 
“returning” is an embodied lifeway expressed in myriad actions, includ-
ing songs. Further I suggest ball games were integral to the growth of the 
Choctaw Confederacy of the eighteenth century, the Choctaw Nation 
of the nineteenth and twentieth centuries, and voilà (we Choctaws still 
like to use French whenever possible), the Choctaws of the twenty- first 
century. As anthropologist Brenda Farnell has said, “Once persons are 
conceived as embodied agents empowered to perform signifying acts 
with both speech and action signs, the way is clear to see the medium 
of movement as an equally available resource for meaning- making that 
can also be imaginative and metaphorical” (330). In other words, cul-
tural actions embody cultural continuance.
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Howe: Embodied Tribalography 77

My approach is interdisciplinary, and I consider many sources and 
places: the earthworks where the ancient games took place, the stylized 
iconography of the Southeastern Ceremonial Complex found at Missis-
sippian sites, historical documents, oral traditions, song chants, and the 
way contemporary Southeastern Native communities return to play ball 
in tribal tournaments at tribal headquarters and complexes throughout 
Oklahoma. I also reflect on the motion of water and wind in the North-
ern Hemisphere. This may explain why Natives of the Southeast dance 
counterclockwise and would create a ball game played counterclockwise, 
mimicking or expressing water flow and tornado and hurricane winds.

Further, Native ball game is without time limits and evokes the four 
cardinal directions.3 Most importantly, it was an egalitarian game that 
anyone could play with a ball and a stick. That Southeastern Native life-
ways are at the roots of modern baseball (e.g., running the four direc-
tions counterclockwise, imposing no time limits on game play express-
ing cosmic duration, and having a pitcher in the center of play, much 
like the Choctaw ceremonial center pole, iti fabassa) is the height of 
irony. Yet, I do not suggest the Americans “stole” baseball from Indians. 
Rather, I’m saying that if the land taught Natives how to play ball, it just 
might have taught non- Natives as well.

Home Advantage

Fox, Deer, Rabbit, Turtle, Bear, Eagle, and Bat, all my relations, play ball. 
While some baseball historians track the origins of baseball to every-
where but Native North America, Natives can point to ancient ball fields 
situated next to earthworks sites throughout the Western Hemisphere. 
The fields of geometric shapes in the Americas suggest Indigenous peo-
ples were playing a variety of ball games adjacent to mound sites at a 
time that was simultaneous to their construction.

Stories are a great source for showing continuance. The following is a 
story of how the animals and birds taught Natives how to play ball. It’s a 
compilation of stories I’ve heard and taken from the written sources I’ve 
read, and it is greatly abbreviated.4

A long time ago, the animals challenged the birds to a great ball 
game, and the birds accepted. The captain of the animal team was 
Bear, and he was very strong. He could play all day and never get 
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78 SAIL · Summer 2014 · Vol. 26, No. 2

tired. All the way to the ball game Bear was throwing logs and 
boasting how the animals would win the game.

The birds had Eagle for a captain, and the co- captain was 
Hawk. They were so fast they could carry the ball and fly it home 
to score a point. Everyone knew the birds were fast and powerful 
ball players. Before the big game the animals and the birds had an 
all- night dance. At that dance a few of the little ones came along 
and said they wanted to participate on the teams. Because they 
were so small, no one wanted them on the teams. Finally, Eagle 
took pity on the little ones and decided to make wings for the little 
ones so they could play the game too. Eagle took a small piece of 
leather from a drum and put it on Bat to make him wings. Next he 
stretched the fur of Squirrel to make him wings. Each of the little 
ones had a different way of fitting into the ball game.

On the day of the big game, the little ones would prove the 
effort to give them wings was worth it. The two teams, animals 
and birds, played all day and all night. The game continued. 
Finally after many days and nights— when Bear and Eagle were 
exhausted— it was Bat who carried the ball and threw it in to score 
the winning point. For his hard work and humbleness, Bat was 
thought to be so important to both animals and birds that today 
he can play on both teams.5

This story of the animals and the birds has always been thought to be 
about Southeastern stickball, toli. But I respectfully argue that American 
Indians could play more than one kind of ball game. Besides, within this 
story there may be deeper meanings intended for listeners. Here goes. 
The animals and birds agree to play a ball game, but they do not carry 
sticks to use in the game (nor is a bat mentioned). Just before the big 
game they host a party and an all- night dance. Outsiders show up, but 
they’re small and puny. Eagle, the most gifted leader of the birds, offers 
them a spot on the bird’s team, but they must first be outfitted appropri-
ately. For Bat, special wings are made from a drum’s leather. Squirrel’s 
fur is reshaped to make wings. After the changeup ceremony, Bat and 
Flying Squirrel’s new regalia make them proper for play on the birds’ 
team. A long and tiring game follows. When the animals and birds are 
exhausted, it’s the adopted- in- kin, either Bat or Flying Squirrel (depend-
ing on the storyteller), who flies the ball across the goal to win the game.
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Howe: Embodied Tribalography 79

Here I’m interested in the story elements that deal with the body and 
with physical movement. The story tells of transformation from one 
form into another and from movement in two worlds, upper (flight) 
and middle (on the ground), and about an adoption of form very differ-
ent from one’s own. The transformations of both Bat and Squirrel are a 
result of their desire to play in a ball game. The evolution of their bodies 
occurs quickly; they suddenly embody new physical attributes, but they 
must also remember how to move in their nontransformed selves, occu-
pying both worlds, in order to play in the game. Even more profound, 
Indigenous Southeastern storytellers have always mapped Squirrel 
and Bat together in Ballgame’s story, often substituting one animal for 
the other. So it should come as no surprise that scientists now suggest 
that 55 million years ago, the bat and the squirrel shared an arboreal, 
squirrel- like gliding ancestor (Simmons), underscoring a core South-
eastern belief that “everything is related to everything.”6

Other aspects of the story point to lessons Natives must embody such 
as generosity and hospitality. Eagle seems to have the home advantage 
as he’s the leader that offers “the little ones” a place on his team. The 
subtext: never underestimate those you think are less fortunate, for they 
may play harder for your team (read tribe) than your own kind. The 
story teaches us that dance is ceremonial and an integral part of momen-
tous events, a cultural lifeway that Southeastern Natives continue today.

While the animals and birds’ story teaches Natives to play a ball 
game, we must remember that the game is unspecified and could mean 
any number of Indigenous ball games that require a team ethic. Finally, 
through a story Natives learn that we’re capable of embodying the 
knowledge of animals and birds.

What else can we infer from the story? It’s not a story of warfare. 
No one is killed during play. No horrendous fights take place after the 
game, at least none we’re told about. The birds and animals also show 
us how to make fictive kin with people and things (read systems) differ-
ent from ourselves. This is also something that the Iroquois Condolence 
Ceremony teaches.

In the historic Southeast there are many examples of Choctaw fictive 
kin traveling on diplomatic missions on behalf of our tribe. Fictive kin 
is a term used by scholars to describe kinship that is from neither blood 
ties nor marriage. The Choctaws have a very old and prominent Fani 
Mingo/Miko (squirrel chief) institution that serves as a kind of cultural 
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template for diplomacy.7 Fani Mingo/Miko, often an adopted outsider, 
must “play” as hard for the opposing team as he does for his “home” 
team, just as Bat and Squirrel played for their adopted team. In other 
words, he (or she) must advocate for the tribe or town he is not a mem-
ber of. As Patricia Galloway points out:

These first explorers found native institutions in place for dealing 
with formal intertribal communication. In the early eighteenth 
century the fani mingo institution served this purpose among the 
Chickasaw and Choctaws; tribes would adopt an advocate within 
a neighboring tribe, and his duty would be to argue in favor of 
what became in a sense his adopted tribe whenever war threat-
ened to break out. Under other names such an institution may 
have been widespread as a means of dealing with intertribal rela-
tions throughout the Southeast, connected with the fictive kinship 
mechanisms of the calumet ceremony. (322)

The story of the animals and birds shows us how to make diplomatic 
relations with other tribes and foreigners, those different from our-
selves, which aids in our survival.

Mounds Embody Stories

Over the past three years I’ve been working with Monique Mojica, Jill 
Carter, Brenda Farnell, Ric Knowles, Erika A. Isherhoff, and Michael 
Greyeyes on a research project, “Indigenous Knowledge, Contemporary 
Performance.” The project involves developing new Indigenous perfor-
mance models based dramaturgically on Indigenous cultural texts: earth-
works. The Social Sciences and Humanities Research Council of Can-
ada (sshrc) awarded the project grant housed at Guelph University in 
Canada. Mounds were built by layering different kinds of soils one upon 
the other. As Indigenous playwrights, Monique and I hope to employ the 
deep structure of earthworks as dramaturgical models. Our soil layer-
ing will be represented in the stories we layer in the play. We began our 
research at mound sites by asking a simple question: How do Natives 
embody the lands of their origin? To aid in our research we’ve talked 
with tribal elders and residents in Native communities in close proximity 
to mounds, and we visited mound sites from Canada to Louisiana.

The Western Hemisphere is populated with mounds and earthworks 
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Howe: Embodied Tribalography 81

in various ages from the Archaic, Early Woodland, Middle Woodland, 
and Late Woodland/Mississippian periods. In the Southeast some of the 
great mound cities are Poverty Point (Louisiana), Moundville (Alabama), 
Nanih Waiya (Mississippi), and Okmulgee (Georgia). Other earthworks 
known as Hopewell era sites are located across Ohio and the Ohio Valley. 
At one time hundreds of thousands of mounds, including embankments, 
conical mounds, platform mounds, and effigy mounds, dotted Indige-
nous North America, beginning as early as 4000 bce. The very name 
“Turtle Island” connotes a vast effigy mound rising out of the water.

In studying the mounds as Indigenous literatures, we asked other 
questions. Are the earthworks embodied mnemonics aligned with 
moon and sun rotations to show future generations of Natives when 
and where to converge at specific sites? Another indication of the return 
motif. Consider the Newark Earthworks site in Ohio, which is the larg-
est surviving Hopewell complex: One of its mounds, the Octagon Earth-
works, comprises a type of lunar observatory for tracking “the motions 
of the moon, including the northernmost point of the 18.6- year cycle of 
the lunar orbit. The moon then rises within one- half of a degree of the 
octagon’s exact center.”8 Today an 18.6- year lunar cycle of return con-
tinues to be marked in ceremony by Natives and non- Natives wishing 
to witness the moonrise. But most often they must stand outside the 
Octagon Earthworks, which lies within a privately held golf course. In 
ancient times what kinds of community activities would Indigenous 
people have developed to complement the lunar return? One answer: 
ball games.

The Bird Mound at Poverty Point, Louisiana, is one of the first major 
earthworks that Monique and I visited. Located near West Carroll 
Parish, Louisiana, and fifteen miles from the Mississippi River on the 
Macon Bayou, Poverty Point is the Western Hemisphere’s largest earth-
works and is relatively close to the Choctaw’s mother mound, Nanih 
Waiya, only 197 miles away.

The mound was built during the late Archaic period, and archaeolo-
gists tell us the site was inhabited only on a seasonal basis (much like a 
modern recreational park). Poverty Point is home to the 3,600- year- old 
Bird Mound. While archaeologists say they do not know why Mound A, 
or Bird Mound, came into being, the following is one possible explana-
tion as to why the mound was built in a short period of time and what 
this may signify.
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Indigenous architects and their families came to Poverty Point and 
used all means available to them from the sacred to the scientific. 
Astronomers, mathematicians, geologists, engineers (for soil analysis 
and design), storytellers, the young, and the old all came together to cre-
ate the mound in approximately three months (Kidder, Ortmann, and 
Arco 9– 12). Natives in the Southeast literally moved a mountain of soil, 
some 238,000 cubic meters in approximately ninety days, to create the 
story of the Bird Mound.

Let’s pause for a moment: Natives built Bird Mound in three months. 
What would have been the significance of ninety days to these people 
that they would demand such labor of themselves? The Bird Mound 
faces west, and her wings seem tilted downward, as if landing. Her head 
may have tilted to one side, but it’s impossible to know as her head has 
been dug away by nineteenth- century looters looking for gold. However, 
the angle of the wings could signify that she’s either moving to perch in 
order to be mounted by a mate or to roost for the evening.

The giant Bird Mound earthwork has a wingspan of 640 feet and 
stands seven stories high. Considering the size of the effigy, I suspect 
she, the mound, is a bird of prey, and even more specific, the representa-
tion of a red- tailed hawk.

Red- tailed hawks embody special meanings for Southeastern 
Natives, especially Choctaws. The red- tailed hawk is a solar bird, one 
of power and strength, and the tail feathers are bright red in sunlight. 
Red signifies lifeblood and is sometimes a powerful metaphor for war. 
These predator birds mate over a period of a few days in late winter or 
early spring. By March, the female lays her eggs, one every other day 
(two eggs in the nest can take up to four days to be laid). The incuba-
tion period for hawk eggs is typically thirty- five days. It generally takes 
another four days for the small nestlings to hatch out of their shells. 
Once out of their shells, the nestlings will spend another forty- six days 
or so in the nest before the baby birds begin to leave on short flights. 
The total time needed to create a red- tailed hawk, from mating to a 
fledgling leaving the nest, is approximately ninety days. Three months. 
Therefore, it would seem that Bird Mound at Poverty Point is possibly 
a performance mound that embodies the story of the red- tailed hawk 
from conception to first flight— the story of its creation. I suspect that 
the people who came together, from many directions, to write the story 
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Howe: Embodied Tribalography 83

of Bird Mound into the land must have considered her an important 
symbol for their communities.

Yet, there’s more to the story. Bird Mound signals two major cere-
monial events: March 21, the vernal equinox, and June 21, the summer 
solstice, and it may also be read as a mnemonic expression of a return 
to home base— the subtext of Native ball game. If a red- tailed hawk’s 
eggs were laid in March, the fledglings would be ready to leave the nest 
sometime in late June, close to the time of the summer solstice. Tra-
ditionally Choctaws (and other Southeastern tribes) extinguished all 
“fires” on summer solstice, known as Luak Mosholi. Fires are a multi-
purpose metaphor for settling all scores, ending the old six- month cycle 
and beginning a new cycle that will end on winter solstice.

The ceremonial cycles are not the only functions of Bird Mound, but 
again, if we connect the gestation of an actual bird, a red- tailed hawk, 
with the building of a bird’s mound, a performance of natural and cos-
mic events begins to unfold at the site. We can see the ceremonial event; 
the mound rises above the horizon and spreads its wings, a story to be 
read over and over again for all who visit. As Bird Mound faces west, 
perhaps a deeper metaphor is present— that of roosting time. Each 
evening red- tail hawks and other birds come to roost at their favorite 
places. The Native architects and builders who created the mound may 
have also created songs to mark the seasonal return of the people to the 
site. “Issa halali haatoko iksa illok isha shkii, because you are holding onto 
me, I am not dead yet,” or something like it, could suggest a call and 
response song of return.

Other features at Poverty Point are the dance grounds, ball fields, a 
small flat- topped ball court, six elliptical half- rings that if laid end to 
end would span seven and one- half miles, and a series of circular holes 
for oak posts that archaeologists believe were a calendar. Again, the 
calendar marks ceremonial times for ever- returning events at that site, 
which may have instructed Native visitors when the annual gatherings 
and ball game tournaments would occur.

Poverty Point also contains many icons: jasper owls, a large bird of 
prey, panther, Fox Man, and Long Tails, all of which could represent 
ancient clans or even ball teams that came to the site seasonally. Much 
more research will be needed to form a better picture of the past, but at 
Native fast- pitch tournaments in Oklahoma today, panther and hawk, 
even tornado and hurricane (again symbolizing the wind currents in the 
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Northern Hemisphere), are but a few of the Native team symbols worn 
by modern ball players. Just as copper and shell icons once worn or car-
ried by Southeastern Natives symbolized clan and tribe (or team affilia-
tion), I suggest the Native ball game expresses the continuity of culture 
and is embodied by Native ball players. As players run the bases counter-
clockwise they express wind patterns in the Northern Hemisphere and 
the notion of returning home. The pitcher, or center pole man, winds up 
(underhanded), engaging upper and lower worlds with his body move-
ments. Through game play, ball players express through body move-
ments east to west and north to south dimensionality creating a kind of 
three- dimensional space: a spinning orb, a world ever- returning.

Ancient replications of ball fields figure largely in the shell gorgets 
uncovered in various mound sites. One style, the Cox Mound gorget, 
found in both Tennessee and Alabama, has four engraved woodpecker 
heads facing counterclockwise around a square ground, with a crossed 
point within a circle. (Again east– west, north– south.) As discussed ear-
lier, even our dances are also performed counterclockwise.

Therefore, the cross within a circle found in ancient icons may 
encompass both ball game motifs and ceremonial dances, and more 
importantly the engravings replicate the wind and water systems mov-
ing counterclockwise in the Northern Hemisphere.

According to anthropologist F. Kent Reilly III in “People of Earth, 
People of Sky: Visualizing the Sacred in Native American Art of the 
Mississippian Period,” the Native universe of the Mississippian period 
had stories of three important mythic zones.

One may conceive of the relationship among these overlapping 
mythic cycles much as an environmental scientist perceives over-
lapping environmental zones. The transitional area where zones 
overlap— what ecologists call an ecotone— possesses the most 
wide- ranging biodiversity. Analogously, the area where these 
mythic cycles overlap, in effect, constitutes a religiously charged 
ecotone in which various Mississippian cosmogonic beliefs thrive. 
Aspects of these three mythic zones unquestionably survive today 
in the traditional beliefs and religious rituals of certain contempo-
rary Native American groups. (126– 27)

Following Reilly’s logic, I suggest that these ecotones can still be 
found on the ball diamonds located on tribal grounds such as the 
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Howe: Embodied Tribalography 85

Choctaw’s Red Warrior Park at Tuskahoma, Oklahoma. Native ball 
game has morphed over time into fast- pitch softball. In fact, the ball 
games are a major reason so many Native families return to Tuska-
homa each Labor Day.

Another Choctaw story tells of the center pole (that unites upper, 
middle, and lower worlds) and explains how the Choctaws and Chicka-
saws became two tribes. Each night the pole was placed in the ground to 
determine which way the tribe should travel; but eventually they argued 
about which way it was leaning, and split into two groups. In Choctaw, 
the ceremonial center pole is sometimes commonly referred to as iti 
fabassa. The “Pole Man” is called Tikba heka, the one who gives the cry 
preceding ball game’s dance.

An important aspect of Poverty Point was trade. According to archae-
ologist Jon Gibson, “long- distance trade was a hallmark of Poverty Point 
culture. Stones were carried over long distances up to 1,400 miles. Many 
kinds of materials were traded, including flint, sandstone, slate, shale, 
granite, and other coarse igneous rocks, soapstone, crystal quartz, cop-
per, and galena” (22). While corn is not in the archaeological record, 
other foods such as persimmons, wild grapes, wild beans, hackberries, 
doveweed, fish, and birds such as sandhill cranes, turkeys, geese, herons, 
and crows were found in the ashes at the dig sites. Also found there was 
the medicinal herb snakeroot, an important trade good in the South-
east, especially among Native ball players.

The Triple: Mounds, Ball Games, and Snakeroot

Choctaw elder and ball player Sim Noah from Battiest, Oklahoma, 
tells how he played baseball in the fields around Battiest that his father 
cleared in the mid- 1930s. He says his father and his uncles played ball, 
as did his grandfather and grandmother. Noah adds that he and his 
family played ball on the first cleared baseball fields at Tuskahoma in 
the Choctaw Nation’s Red Warrior Park over fifty years ago. Today the 
Choctaw Nation continues to host a yearly Labor Day fast- pitch tourna-
ment at Tuskahoma and invites tribal teams from all over the country to 
enter the tournament. The Capitol Building at Tuskahoma, the former 
headquarters of the Choctaw Nation, was built in 1898.

If buildings are modern mounds, then Tuskahoma represents a gath-
ering place for Choctaws much like the earthworks sites once did. Each 
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Labor Day, Tuskahoma is the site of a three- day yearly festival in which a 
hundred thousand people from around Oklahoma and elsewhere gather 
to sell a wide range of goods including handmade quilts, beadwork, 
leather goods, T- shirts, and books and to watch the tribal ball games.

Noah explains how in the early 1960s he and his friends gathered 
snakeroot in exchange for the entrance fees to a nearby baseball tour-
nament. “Once,” he says, “we were on strike from our jobs and a bunch 
of us went out and dug snakeroot to get enough money to play in a ball 
tournament. We sold snakeroot to the general store. They said they’d 
pay us $25.00 per pound. Snakeroot is light, so it took some doing to get 
enough money, but we did it. We wanted to play ball. And we did,” he 
says smiling. “I have the trophy that’s three feet high in the garage, still.”

Sim Noah’s story shows how he and his friends harvested a plant they 
could exchange for enough money to enter their team in a tournament. 
The local general store owner then sold the snakeroot to local Choctaws 
to use for medicinal purposes and for making turpentine. All this snake-
root economy in 1960 was going on in an area of mostly Choctaw towns. 
Yet the practice of gathering snakeroot by Southeastern Natives dates 
back hundreds of years, as evidenced by the writings of an eighteenth- 
century Frenchman. In his memoir on the history of Louisiana, Antoine 
Simon Le Page du Pratz wrote on the uses of the “rattle- snake- herb” 
(251). Le Page du Pratz says that the plant was used to cure victims of 
snakebites: “it is the specific remedy against the bite of that dangerous 
reptile” (251). He reports that Natives would chew a piece of the root 
for a while, apply it to the wound, and wait for the ill effects to subside. 
During his sixteen years in the Lower Mississippi Valley (1718– 1734) Le 
Page du Pratz lived near two waterways, Bayou St. John and St. Cath-
erine’s Creek, a small southwesterly stream that joined the Mississippi.

It seems likely that Le Page du Pratz and his Indian friends were 
gathering snakeroot to aid in the treatment of rattlesnake bites. We can 
extrapolate that snakeroot would likely have been a medicinal trade 
good for large gatherings and ceremonies that Le Page du Pratz wit-
nessed. Gathering and trading snakeroot is a practice at least three hun-
dred years old among Southeastern Indians, and Noah and his team-
mates were continuing this tradition.

Another action of continuance is show and tell. When elder ball play-
ers like Sim Noah retell a ball game story, they often hold an imaginary 
ball while explaining specific physical movements of a ball player they 
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remember. Sometimes they show in slow motion how a player used his 
or her body in making certain plays work to their advantage. Anthro-
pologist Brenda Farnell suggests that practiced movements evoke body 
memory and teach more than just perfected actions. “When body move-
ments are viewed as action signs . . . they become one kind of semiotic 
practice among others, all of which provide persons with a variety of 
cultural resources for the creation of meaning. Dances and rituals are 
replete with these kinds of metaphorical gestures and, as we shall see, 
frequently extend to include whole body action signs and metaphori-
cal usages of the ritual or other performance spaces” (323). Farnell sug-
gests that the visual movements serve the tellers’ memory of the story 
that’s being passed along. The show and tell of the moves by an elder 
ball player may seem rather informal or even happenstance to outsiders, 
but it nevertheless energizes younger Native ball players to join in and 
express their moves. In this way past and present merge in shared physi-
cal moves. More important, younger players learn the stories embod-
ied by the elders. This may explain why Native ball game tournaments 
remain a powerful force among tribal members. In these multigenera-
tional gatherings, younger generations are encouraged to be the future 
of the tribe’s cultural practices, whether dancing, singing, or pitching a 
ball for a team.

Kinship Vines and Native Ball Game Culture

Kinship among the Choctaw and Chickasaw peoples is deeply inter-
twined, connecting towns and communities throughout southeastern 
Oklahoma. Here’s how. Ashley Hart (Choctaw Chickasaw) from Ada, 
Oklahoma, was a shortstop for Native All- Stars, a Choctaw- Chickasaw 
Ada team. The Native All- Stars played in the women’s division at the 
Choctaw Nation’s fast- pitch tournament in 2005 and were interviewed 
for the short film James Fortier and I co- produced, as mentioned earlier.

Ashley’s father and mother both coach Native fast- pitch teams. At 
the time of the interview, Ashley was the president of the Native Ameri-
can Student Association at East Central University in Ada, Oklahoma. 
Her sister married Jason Wallace (Chickasaw), a player for the ball team 
Red Storm. A year or so after we finished the short documentary Play-
ing Pastime, Ashley married ball player Jeremy Wallace (Chickasaw), 
brother of Jason, also from Ada. So two Choctaw- Chickasaw sisters 
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married two Chickasaw brothers, and both families are well- known ball 
players supporting a number of teams at the Choctaw Nation’s fast- pitch 
tournament, the Chickasaw Nation’s fast- pitch tournament, and other 
local tournaments.

In the documentary we also interviewed Pauline Walker, Jeremy and 
Jason’s ninety- three- year- old grandmother. She told us that she began 
playing stickball as a girl and later baseball. Mrs. Walker’s first language 
is Chickasaw, and at the time we filmed her, she was frequently traveling 
to Washington dc as a Chickasaw ambassador, accompanying Chicka-
saw Nation governor Bill Anoatubby. So, these families are participants 
in all cultural lifeways, even beyond playing ball. At the time Jeremy 
Wallace worked for the Chickasaw Nation’s Head Start program in Ada 
and was active in tribal cultural activities. He was one of the performers 
in the Chickasaw Nation’s theatrical play Hina Falaa, the story of how 
the Choctaws and the Chickasaws (in ancient times) became two tribes. 
The play was written and performed by Chickasaw actors, dancers, and 
singers; Chickasaw composer Jerod Tate wrote the original musical 
score. The Chickasaw Nation produced the play in 2009 for a standing- 
room- only crowd at the 1,089- seat Hallie Brown Ford Fine Arts Center 
at East Central University in Ada. Dozens of Chickasaws and Choctaws 
performed in the cast and crew, and the Chickasaw Nation produced a 
dvd and a cd of Hina Falaa.

The play’s subtext is that the population was large enough to split, 
and like a single cell dividing to reproduce, one group became two 
tribes. The story tells us that the split happened peacefully. Just as in the 
story of the animals and birds there is no warfare. It would seem good 
ethics are embodied by tribal peoples from a ball game story.

Native ball playing families like the Harts and the Wallaces remain 
active in cultural ceremonies through intertwined tribal networks, fur-
ther suggesting that historic Chickasaw and Choctaw towns and popu-
lations also grew as a result of ball games. Today the Wallace family is 
large enough to divide into several fast- pitch teams: Twister, Red Storm, 
and Mulihoma.9

Native ball game tournaments play a continued role in growing 
Native populations in the twenty- first century. As evidenced in their 
report to the Oklahoma Indian Affairs Commission in 2011, the Chicka-
saw Nation now boasts a population of 49,000 Chickasaws. They also 
report that their operations include seventeen casinos, eighteen smoke 
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shops, a chocolate factory, several museums, a publishing house, and a 
host of other businesses with a combined annual tribal economic impact 
of thirteen billion dollars.10

The Choctaw Nation’s website reports that the tribe employs 7,600 
tribal and nontribal Oklahomans. The tribe’s overall population has 
grown to 223,279 Choctaws worldwide; 84,670 in- state.11 Compare this 
to the paltry population of 18,981, the number of Choctaws reported in 
the final Dawes Rolls of 1894. Obviously the Trail of Tears removal era, 
disease, boarding schools, and often malnutrition had taken its toll on 
the Choctaw population. Yet today tribal ball game tournaments held 
by the Choctaw Nation, Muskogee Creek Nation, Seminole Nation, and 
Chickasaw Nation are played on tribal lands during the tribes’ national 
holidays, with hundreds of Native fans and families coming to watch 
the games.12 I’ve witnessed the chiefs at the Muscogee Creek Nation and 
Chickasaw Nation (in the case of the Chickasaw Nation, the leader is 
titled “governor”) give their State of the Nation address while the ball 
games are being played on the field. This may seem disrespectful to 
the office of the leader, but let’s consider what the ball game expresses. 
Ball- playing Indians running the bases counterclockwise, adjacent to 
the site where a leader speaks as the metaphorical “center pole” of the 
tribe, may signal our ever- returning presence on the land, just as cos-
mic solar and lunar events are ever- returning at earthworks sites such as 
Newark, Poverty Point, and hundreds of mound complexes in the North 
Hemisphere. Indigenous games and literatures written on the land are 
embodied stories that Natives carry expressing our duration here as 
ever- alive and ever- returning.

Le Page du Pratz does make a brief note about Native games in his 
historical account. He says that one game was played with a pole eight 
feet long, another with three sticks eight or nine inches long, and that 
another ball game was played by the youth: “The young people, espe-
cially the girls, have hardly any kind of diversion but that of the ball: 
this consists in tossing a ball from one to the other with the palm of the 
hand, which they perform with a tolerable address” (366).

Again Native ball game tournaments are a centuries- old story of 
continuity, emplotted in the land, embodied by the players. And as Le 
Page du Pratz’s observations indicate, even if Europeans did witness 
ball activity, they didn’t understand its importance to Native life and 
culture. While we don’t yet have documented evidence of Native ball 
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games being played next to mounds or around Choctaw towns in the 
eighteenth century, I hope for lost letters from the early French colonial 
period. Perhaps they’re in the archives, or in private collections waiting 
to be discovered. Historical recovery is also without time limits.

Play- off Rounds

Though very little is known at this time about Indigenous ball game 
organizing systems, or the epistemological benefits to a people who 
played team sports, anthropologist Greg Urban argues that moieties 
may have been a model for ball game team organization since moieties 
also assigned burial roles and regulated marriages (172– 93). Perhaps. But 
it’s just as likely the other way around. Ball- playing teams could have, 
over time, helped develop the moieties. In team games one side plays 
the other side. Eventually one person from one side (read team) mar-
ries someone from the other side; same with burial practices. Play- off 
systems may have leeched into all aspects of cultural life. After all, his-
torians and scholars have pointed out that Choctaws always exhibited a 
kind of “play- off system” when dealing with foreign powers. Historian 
Richard White makes the argument that Choctaws played the French 
against the English for much of the eighteenth century in order to bene-
fit from trading for goods and guns. And according to Patricia Kay Gal-
loway and Clara Sue Kidwell, the Choctaws were trying to reestablish 
their play- off system between the Spanish and English as late as 1771 
(499– 514). All this playing “one side against the other” for the advan-
tages of the home team suggests the possibility that play- off systems had 
deep cultural roots embodied in Choctaws through the continued per-
formance of ball games. It may be time to consider the role of game- play 
as a progenitor of Choctaw political culture. A play- off game performed 
on a ball field between two teams could easily have been a primer for 
Choctaw leaders dealing with French, English, or Spanish opponents. 
Political strategies learned through the praxis of ball games, I suggest, 
aided in our survival over millennia.

One only has to look at another famous team player of the nine-
teenth century, Choctaw stickball ballplayer Tullock- chish- ko, “He Who 
Drinks the Juice of the Stone,” to see that even the mantle of his game- 
name reflects a powerful survival story (Catlin 400). Could this talented 
athlete be able to play only one kind of ball game, I wonder.
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Today the land continues to call Choctaws home. Practically every 
Choctaw I know from Oklahoma has returned to visit Nanih Waiya, 
the Mother Mound of the Choctaws in Winston County, Mississippi. 
In 2008 the state of Mississippi returned control of the 120- acre site 
of Nanih Waiya to the Mississippi Band of Choctaw Indians. I would 
be remiss if I didn’t mention the fact that the Chickasaws built a new 
mound at the Chickasaw Cultural Center in Sulphur, Oklahoma. Mound 
building continues.

Throughout the essay I’ve offered diverse readings of stories, games, 
songs, and even phrases in hymns to show how the motion of water 
and winds in the Northern Hemisphere taught Choctaws how to dance, 
sing, and, of course, play ball. The land, solar and lunar events, and the 
birds and animals also taught us to return home to visit our mounds. 
“Issa halali haatoko iksa illok isha shkii, because you are holding onto me, 
I am not dead yet.” I agree. Because we are holding onto her, we live.

Notes
1. For information on how to order a copy of Playing Pastime, contact Turtle Is-

land Productions (http://www.turtle- island.com/).
2. I use George Aaron Boardwell’s spelling and translation of the line in A Choc-

taw Reference Grammar (320). For an older spelling see Choctaw Hymns (93).
3. I use “Native ball game” to mean an ancient Indigenous Southeastern game 

played on the grounds around mound complexes. I suggest the game served as a uni-
fi er connecting the upper, middle, and lower worlds of the Southeastern cosmology.

4. In 2004, I was privileged to hear Cherokee storyteller Jerry Wolfe tell the ball 
game story several times while living on the Qualla Boundary. For a written account 
of the ball game story see Mooney (286– 87). Further readings include Lankford; 
Swanton.

5. A similar version of the story appears in Meland et al. (391– 416).
6. Th e quote by the late Choctaw writer Roxy Gordon appears in my essay “Th e 

Story of America” (29– 48).
7. Oklahoma Choctaws use Miko, rather than Mingo.
8. “Newark Earthworks,” Wikipedia, wikipedia.org/wiki/Newark_Earthworks.
9. Lara Mann and I conducted research for a creative nonfi ction book on Native 

ball game and its history in 2008. We interviewed contemporary ball players, learned 
about tournament play, and include a collection of historical newspaper accounts 
about nineteenth- century Indians and baseball and about fast- pitch soft ball culture.

10. http://www.ok.gov/oiac/documents/2011.FINAL.Web.pdf (no longer accessible).
11. Th e employment fi gures are taken from the Choctaw Nation’s website (http://

www.choctawnation.com/).
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12. In 2005, I attended three summer fast- pitch soft ball tournaments: the Musk-
ogee Creek Nation, the Choctaw Nation, and the Chickasaw Nation. Th e games were 
held during the national holidays of the tribes, and the chief ’s speeches were given 
as the ball games continued. In the case of the Chickasaw Nation’s Governor An-
otubby’s speech, the games were rained out. Th at year lightning also forced Governor 
Anotubby to postpone his speech.
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